
 
 
Dear Darren and all Potential Candidates of the DC Ranch Association Board,  
 
Thank you for hosting the DC Ranch Association "Meet The Candidates" this evening.   I watched and 
sent questions while at a work site, thus my late email this evening upon arriving home.  
 
DC Ranch is an exceptional community.   My further questions that I am requesting to be facilitated to 
potential elected board members are: 
 
DC Ranch was created 20+ years ago.  Our current color palette is out of date.   The current DMB project 
on the Westside provides much more up to date LRVs to the architecture of the homes; DC Ranch needs 
too.   Instead, if people paint their houses a current 2021 color they receive an infraction and are fined 
or advised to repaint their houses.   
   
How can our DC Ranch Association Board be guided by the elected members and residents to 
influence the Covenant Commission and support the real estate values of DC Ranch residents versus 
what is currently happening?  Currently, limiting our real estate values due to outdated color palettes 
and LRV's of 20+ years.   
 
Re:  Forcing residents to choose a color scheme every third house in Park and Manor 
Neighborhood.   The modification advises every third house to be different, if the houses beside them 
choose the best color scheme they are left with the ugly one...They get brown.... so their home value is 
less than their neighbor when they go to sell?  Makes no sense at all. 
 
Currently happening in the expensive areas of DC Ranch?  Due to our LRV's a Silverleaf homeowner is 
being requested to repaint their house at a cost of $20,000 and the house color is very appropriate to 
its architecture.  Many homeowners want to do the same paint as this home as looks beautiful and 
many realtors want their potential clients to increase their value by doing the same yet they can 
not.   Who is deciding this and why?  How can DC Ranch Homeowners have a say in their property 
values vs the covenant commission impeding DC Ranch Homeowners increasing values and why? 
 
I hope that one of the three entities in DC Ranch can answer this question?     
DC Ranch Association, DC Ranch Community Council, Covenant Commission. 
 
My question to the Candidates of the future DC Ranch Association Board is: 
 
What is your role to represent DC Ranch Homeowners to move from a color palette from 20 years ago 
to now? 
 
Kind Regards,  
Pamela Kacir 
 

 
 
 
 



Candidate Responses 
Thank you Pamela for your question. 
Last night we addressed a very similar question as part of our Meet and Greet.  
I personally think it’s appropriate given that our neighborhood is 21 years to have more color choices 
than we currently have. The current process of paint approval is like you mentioned. Once you fill out 
the modification request it’s gets looked at by the Head of modification then goes to the Covenant 
Commission (those that want to change colors completely from there existing). Once they render an 
opinion it goes to the modification committee. If the modification committee disagrees with the 
Covenants decision then it goes back to get looked at. But the Covenant Commission is the end all. As I 
mentioned last night, that new colors, especially those that have been denied and ones that people are 
tending to go with should be examined more heavily via meeting with the Ranch Board, Community 
Council and Covenant Commission.  My position is definitely in favor of new color pallets. Of course 
within reason i.e. no purples, oranges etc.  Hope this answers your question.  
Sincerely, 
Geoff Wilner 
 
In response to Pam’s question -  
Before I moved into my home late last year I requested it be painted from the old brown tones of a 
couple of decades ago to more contemporary colors of today.  The grief my realtor had to go through to 
get that accomplished before I moved in, was unbelievable and totally unnecessary.  In hearing Geoff 
Wilners’ explanation as to the process, it too is outdated!  This is one of the many reasons I am running 
for the Board.  The processes you need to go through, the quantity of people and committees that need 
to review all modifications is frankly ridiculous. We need one architectural review committee that 
follows updated guidelines and requires less cost to make a positive change to your own property and 
its value.  Getting back to the simple paint color request, I have met at least a half dozen new neighbors 
that have come by to complement me on the newer look of my home and at least one that has copied it 
already.  I guess my exorbitant paint modification fee is at least helping others and improving the value 
of our cherished community.  Don’t get me started on the fee structure for modifications. To think that a 
Board or Committee has decided to raise the fees to nearly double, after all, they haven’t been 
increased since way back in 2016.  How many of you have doubled your income in the last four years.  
I’m retired and I now mine haven’t.   Pamela, I would love to meet with you and carry back your ideas 
and that of your neighbors, if I’m elected.  And even if I don’t make the cut, you can bet it won’t stop me 
from being involved in trying to change our community for the better. Maybe we can hire a few more 
guards to drive through our neighborhoods and harass us on a daily basis!!  Or maybe we can get the 
speed limits on Legacy and Thompson Peak changed to 75 so we have less speeders!!  Let’s hire a few 
more inspectors to drive around a tell us we need more plants, not only in our front yards, but also in 
our private backyards.  If this isn’t overkill, I don’t know what is!! 
 
Well, I’ve added to your list of gripes, but I have only one purpose - Make our community the premier 
spot in Arizona and a friendly place to raise our families without creating the National Debt in HOA fees! 
 
David Young 
(I hope one of your next Board members) (put in a good word with your NVM, I need their vote) 
 
 
 
 



Dear Pamela, 
 
Thank you for following up with your questions.  My response to your question to the Board candidates 
below doesn’t have a perfect, short answer, but here it is: 
 
I believe in this situation my role as a Ranch Association board member now is, and if elected, would be 
to try to help find a balance between the desires of homeowners and the requirements of the Covenant 
Commission.  Ultimately, DC Ranch has three separate governing entities.  We do not tell each other 
what to do, and we certainly do not want to undermine each other. 
 
Right now, my husband and I are having our home painted, so we are very familiar with the paint 
modification process and the limitations of our current color palette.  I support asking the Covenant 
Commission to update the current color palette and to make the application process as simple as 
possible.  Additionally, I support asking the Covenant Commission to review the rules for neighborhoods 
with specific requirements, such as Park and Manor.  I believe protecting and enhancing our property 
values is a major responsibility for both the Ranch Association and the Covenant Commission (as well as 
the Community Council), so I would be an advocate for making changes. 
 
On the other hand, I cannot fully support residents who ignore the paint modification process.  Part of 
living in an HOA community is that there are rules, and the rules apply to all of us.  Unfortunately, the 
homeowners in Silverleaf did not follow the required paint modification process.  Fortunately, work has 
been done to come up with a solution that would cost these homeowners much less than $20,000, and I 
support this solution. 
 
If I am elected to the Board, I will listen to each and every individual, but I will try to act in the best 
interests of all of the residents.  An updated paint modification process, color palette, and set of rules 
(where applicable) is something that I believe would be beneficial for all of us, so I would be an advocate 
for those changes.  Then, I would be an advocate for the Covenant Commission as they implemented 
and enforced these new standards. 
 
Thank you for reading my response.  If you have further questions, I would welcome the opportunity to 
discuss them with you. 
 
Best regards, 
Elaine Cottey 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Hi Pamela, and thank you for your question. 
 
As you mention in your question, the standards and approval responsibility of the color palette for the 
exterior color of homes in DCRanch is that of the Covenant Commission.  
 
As a potential new member of the DCRanch Association, my role and our role as the Ranch Association 
would be one of influence, not direct control or authority.  However, we certainly could and I would 
support, a review of the existing color palette as well as the standards you reference regarding every 
third home.  All three governing bodies need to work together for the betterment of DCRanch, so it 
would behoove us to discuss, debate, and preferably, come to a consensus on an updated palette.  Since 
in the end it is the decision of the Covenant Commission, the Ranch Association could provide a specific 
written recommendation to the Commission, asking them to consider and approve a new, modern, 
updated palette. 
 
Additionally, and as a prerequisite step, the Ranch Association and/or the Covenant Commission could 
survey and ask for residential input from DCRanch homeowners, as well as review the color palette’s 
from other similar neighborhoods, in order to inform our recommendation to the Covenant 
Commission. 
 
I do think it’s possible to modernize and potentially expand homeowner choices while still maintaining 
the core standards that have contributed to the beauty of the DCRanch community. 
 
Thanks again Pamela 
 
Sincerely, 
Greg Kiraly 

 

Dear Pamela: 
 
First, thanks for your positive comments during the candidates' night Monday.  
 
Regarding the issues you brought up about the architectural standards including the color palette 
allowable for homes in the various neighborhoods, this should definitely be revisited.  After 20 
years, most everything needs another look to possibly refresh ideas and expectations. As I 
mentioned during the presentation Monday, I served on the landscape standards committee a couple 
of years ago that addressed a similar problem with landscaping requirements.  The standards were 
too restrictive ( in my neighborhood, everyone was cited for not having enough bursage in their 
front yards). The landscaping standards also needed the approval of the Covenant Commission but 
the chair of this committee, then board member Fred Greene, did an excellent job of bridging the 
two entities and a better set of standards and enforcement processes came from the work of that 
committee which was larger than most committees and included many residents. 
 
I believe that organizing a similar group to address some or all of the standards would be 
appropriate.  We will want to refine the focus so that it is manageable and within the knowledge 
base of the committee, but I believe the same approach would be effective here. as it was for 
landscaping. The three-tiered governance structure at DC Ranch would be very hard to change as it 



would require a majority vote of all owners to approve a change in the CC&Rs, but there is plenty of 
room to modify these more specific guidelines.  I would not ask the modifications committee to do 
this as they are appointed by the board to enforce the current standards.  Some might be too 
invested in those standards and for sure this committee is not broad enough to tackle the larger 
issues you have discussed.  
 
If a special committee to review these standards was created by the Board, which I favor,. the work 
will take several months, if not more, and that committee can present its recommendations to the 
Board for endorsement and support in implementation. 
 
It appears some board members feel restricted by the governance design but for me, one of the 
reasons for being on the board is to make the system more responsive to changing needs and 
improved ideas. I want to be a team player, but I am a necessarily conformist. 
 
Sincerely, 
Phil Geiger 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 


